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WHY AREN’T YOU USING DCIM?
DCIM

CORMANT-CS DCIM
We have the most cost-effective
solution. We’ve seen a customer
save $6 million in one year.

Most customers
reach positive
ROI within

TOO EXPENSIVE

TOO COMPLEX

1

YR.

94%

We have the most user-friendly
software in the industry,
just ask our customers!

Customer
retention rate

Up to

On average, we deploy and
audit a 500 rack facility
in 30 person-days.
TOO TIME CONSUMING

TOO MANY FEATURES
TO LICENSE

92%

time saved vs
using spreadsheets

Simple, flat licensing model
scaled to what you need with
no user seats to buy.

Fully configurable! We can
interface with any system.
SYSTEMS WON’T
INTERFACE SEAMLESSLY
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Cormant-CS Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM)
VISIBILITY
Dynamic rack views, plan views and full channel connections
including capacity, trend, efficiency and environmental data.
Scales to tens of thousands of racks, as needed.

MONITORING
CONFIGURABILITY

Monitors and optimizes power, cooling,
data connectivity and overall device
resources. Enables proactive management
to alert users before problems occur.

The autonomy to configure and
advance functionality based on the
organization’s specifications without
requiring Cormant assistance. With
an Open Framework philosophy,
open API and full scripting, attributes,
templates, analytics
and more are
configurable.

ANALYTICS
Real-time reports and analytics
enable effective planning,
reporting and decision-making.

....................................

The Cormant-CS Difference ....................................

MOBILITY

CONNECTIVITY

Monitors and optimizes power, cooling,
data connectivity and overall device
resources. Enables proactive management
to alert users before problems occur.

Quickly and easily document end-to-end
power and data connections in data centers
and campuses.

Experienced

Trusted Experts

Global Support

Simple UI

Cormant-CS, launched in 2003,

Every member of the Cormant

Cormant’s world class 24/7 support

The most intuitive user interface

was the first infrastructure

team is a DCIM product expert.

team provides prompt and thorough

in the industry, including seamless

assistance with follow up to ensure

functionality across all platforms,

type of industry and boasts a 94%

satisfaction for customers in any

plain English labels, customer-

customer retention rate.

part of the world.

specific naming and more.

management software solution
for data centers (DCIM) and
campuses (DCIM And Beyond).

The software has been successfully implemented in nearly every
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